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Why am I singing?
Business Degree - $0 in textbook costs for students
What Are Open Educational Resources?

Freely Accessible and Openly Licensed

(4 CC License Conditions)

- Attribution
- Commercial Use
- Derivative Works
- Sharing
Open Educational Movement

David Wiley “Father of Open”
The Text Books

OpenTextBookStore
OpenStax
OpenTextBookLibrary
*CollegeOpenTexts
What is MyOpenMath?
Who Created MyOpenMath?

David Lippman

Mathematics Professor at Pierce College in Washington State

Creator and Developer of MyOpenMath
Honorable Contributor to “MOM”

James Sousa
- Mathematics Instructor at Phoenix Community College
  (NOT University of Phoenix :-)
- Master of Mathematics Videos

Library of Math Videos
How to Create a MOM Account

1. Go to www.myopenmath.com
2. Click on “...request an instructor account.”
3. Fill out the form
4. Your account should be ready within 48 hours
5. It is recommended that you also create a student account. Mine is lwatts_student.
Free and Open

Students

Are you a student looking to study mathematics on your own, and want to do exercises with immediate feedback as you work through a free and open textbook? Then read more about our self study courses.

Instructors

Are you an instructor who wants to adopt an open textbook, who feels online interactive homework is valuable, but doesn't want their students to have to pay an additional fee? Then read more about using MyOpenMath in the classroom.

Getting Started

If you already have an account, you can log on using the box to the right.
If you are a new student to the system, register as a new student
If you are an instructor, you can request an instructor account

Click Here
Training Course

Quickstart: In a hurry? Start Here

Course Information (Start Here)

Module 1: Using MyOpenMath as a Student

Module 2: Creating a Course

Module 3: Creating Structure - Blocks, Text, and Forums

Module 4: Copying Assessments

Module 5: Creating Assessments

Module 6: Managing Students

Module 7: Using the Gradebook

Module 8: Question Libraries
Finding Open Content

- **Images** - Google, Flickr, TinEye
- **Videos** - YouTube, Phoenix College
- **Materials** - Federal Registry, Merlot II
- **Courses** - iTunesU, Notre Dame, PhET, MIT, Lumen, Open Tapestry
Creating Open Content

- Licensing
- Documents
- Videos
- Images
Questions?
Libby A. Watts - lwatts@tcc.edu
757-822-1358
Link to this Slideshow!

Short Link: http://bit.ly/1FcOCFH
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